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Abstract

In this paper the term media represents both print and electronic media. The effect of media in committing crimes is analyzed here. For almost all the movies and in Television serials we see the murder, abduction, extra-martial affairs etc. are done in a simple way without deep reason or rhyme. An innocent but desperate person on seeing these crimes may think he can commit the crime and go scot-free. For instance a MBA college boy from Andhra Pradesh surrendered in Chennai for murdering his classmate due to love failure. Two days later in the same style a college girl in Tiruchi was murdered by a boy who wanted to marry her. Thus the media effect is seen from Andhra Pradesh to Tiruchi. We in this paper analyse the effect of media's influence to indulgence in Crime using FRMs. For FRMs are the best tools when the data can be partitioned and applying FRM to this problem we obtain the hidden pattern.